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ABSTRACT 

4-Nitroquinoline-1-oxide (4-NQO) is a carcinogenic compound. In this paper 4- Nitrooquuoinoe-1-oxide forms 

molecular complexes within-donors. A theoretical attempt has been made to explore the side of interaction and the role of 4-

nitroquinolile-1-oxide or its related derivatives in the charge transfer complexation processes involving n-donors based on 

Klopman’s quantitative treatment of the HSAB principle. 
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INTRODUCTION  

According to klopman’s1 quantitative treatment of HSAB principle, softness values of 4- nitroquinolile-1-oxides, n- 

donors have been calculated and equilibrium constants of these charge transfer complexes have been established in terms of 

“matching constant” (∆E‡
nm) as introduced by Singh et al2. These values have been considered to explore the possibility and 

extent of charge transfer complexation on the basis of the fact that hard-hard interactions are recognizedas charge transfer 

interactions. 

THEORETICAL  

There have been enormous developments of HSAB principle introduced by Pearson.3 Edward4 proposed a four-

parameter equation which was called an oxy-base scale to describe the stability of the compounds. According to the HSAB 

principle, hard acid reacts with a hard base, and soft acid reacts with a soft base. The hard-hard and soft-soft interactions did 

explain a wide range of chemical phenomena5-11 qualitatively. Misono et al. 12 expressed the stability constants (log K) well for 

hard-hard and soft-soft complexes. 

Klopman1 has made a significant attempt to calculate softness values of various acids (E‡
n) and bases (E‡m) taking the 

role of reactants as well as a solvent into consideration. The softness values of acid and base ions of both types of interactions 

and that of intermediate reactions were calculated with the help of the following equations: 
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Where E‡m = softness of a base, E‡
n = softness of acid,  

IP = ionization potential of atom,  

EA= electron affinity, ɛ = dielectric constant, 

R = radius of the atom whose softness is to be calculated, 

q = charge on the atom, x = q-(q-1)√
 and K = 0.75 

A hard base ( nucleophile) is characterized by a low value of the energy of the occupied frontier orbital and a soft base 

by a higher value. A hard acid, on the contrary, is characterized by a higher value of the energy of the empty frontier orbital. 

The values of a2 and b2 depend on the nature of the reaction. When a complete charge transfer occurs (frontier controlled 

reaction) 

a2 = b2 = 1/2 

and when no charge transfer occurs (charge controlled reactions). 

b2 = 0, a2 = 1. 

For an intermediate situation, 

A2 = ¾ and b2 = ¼ 

Klopman1 classified various acids and bases into hard, soft and borderline bases on E‡
m and E‡

n values and sequence 

of the softness of acids and bases suggested by Persons3 on qualitative bases have been found in close agreement with these 

values. 

Recently, Sahai and Kushwaha13.14 have  introduced a more convenient and accurate method in modification Singh et 

al. 2 method, considering the effect of shielding due to the partial charge of developed on coordinating atoms in the calculation 

of effective nuclear charge and its contribution towards the effective retail of coordinating atoms. The values of E‡m and ∆E‡
nm 

so calculated for a series of substituted phenoxyacetic acid have shown good correlation (with correlation coefficient r, greater 
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than 0.60) with Hammett substituent constant15 (�). 

IONIZATION PITENTIAL (IP), ELECTRON AFFINITY (EA) S R AND PARTIAL CHARGE (Q)  

Dewar and Martia16 gave the following relation for calculation the ionization potential. 

W = a + b.q + cq2                   (3) 

Where W = ionization potential, 

Q = valence state electronic charge derived from the hybridization state of an atom in the molecule, a, b & c are the 

parameters derived from the electron affinity (EA), Its and 2nd ionization potential of the individual atom. 

These values have been calculated as reported in the literature 3.13.14 and thereafter the values of EA and IP. The partial 

charge has been calculated using Sanderson’s approach.17.18 The values of stability ratios (SR) of the molecules have been 

calculated from the atomic stability ratios17.18 and then using Sanderson’s equation, 

Partial Charge = 
�	��	����������	��	���	����

�.��√�	��	���	����
	                (4) 

The values of partial charges have been calculated. Addingthese values to the total electronic charges of orbital 

energyof the atoms, their EA and IP values and thereafter the values of orbital energy (OE) have been calculated. These values 

have been reported in Tables 1 and 2. The values of RS are used to be r + 0.82 (Pauling’TABLE 1)  

Table 1: Calculated Values of SR, Q, EA. IP and OE for Various Bases 

Compound 
Abbreviated 

Name 
SR -Q 

EA 
(Ev) 

IP 
(Ev) 

OE 
(Ev) 

C5H5N Py 3.736 0.172 12.224 26.802 15.868 
C6H7N Aniline 3.713 0.177 20.163 26.727 21.804 
C8H11N DMA 3.687 0.182 12.086 26.634 15.724 
C5H5N5 Ad 3.922 0.129 12.794 27.509 16.472 

C5H4N5O (N-donor) Gua 4.0237 0.107 13.088 27.849 16.779 
C5H4N5O (O-donor) Gua 4.0237 0.251 7.959 29.876 13.438 
C4H4N2O2 (N-donor) Ura 4.022 0.104 13.128 20.495 16.970 
C4H4N2O2(O-donor) Ura 4.022 0.251 7.970 20.502 11.103 
C5H6N2O2(N-donor) Thym 3.938 0.125 12.841 27.548 16.518 
C5H6N2O2(O-donor) Thym 3.938 0.268 7.565 29.511 13.052 
C4H5N3O (N-donor) Cyto 3.938 0.120 12.913 27.634 16.593 
C4H5N3O (O-donor) Cyto 3.938 0.270 7.529 29.476 13.016 
C18H15N (N-donor) Ph3N 3.701 0.179 12.132 26.690 15.771 

C18H15P (P-donor) 
Ph3P 4.010 -0.176 -51.403 -42.366 -49.144 

C18H15As (As-donor) 
Ph3As 3.685 0.055 -27.961 -19.139 -25.756 

C18H15Sb (Sb-donor) 
Ph3Sb 3.669 -0.078 -25.027 -17.181 -23.065 
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Table 2: Calculated Values of SR, Q, EA. IP and OE for 4-Nitroquinoline-1-Oxide and its Related Derivatives 

Compound 
Abbreviated 

Name SR -Q 
EA 
(Ev) 

IP 
(Ev) 

OE 
(Ev) 

C9H6N2O3 (1) 4-NQO 3.965 0.119 12.922 27.645 16.603 
C9H6N2O3 (2) 4-NQO 3.965 0.263 7.582 29.629 13.094 
C9H8N2O2 (1) 4-HAQO 3.872 0.140 12.642 27.308 16.309 
C9H8N2O2 (2) 4-HAQO 3.872 0.282 7.249 29.219 12.742 
C11H10NO3 (1) Ac-4-HAQO 3.862 0.143 12.611 27.270 16.276 
C11H10NO3 (2) Ac-4-HAQO 3.862 0.284 7.209 29.182 12.702 
C13H12N2O4 (1) (AC)2-4-HAQO 3.892 0.136 12.702 27.379 16.371 
C9H8N2O (1) 4-AQO 3.815 0.153 12.471 27.100 16.128 
C9H8N2O (2) 4-AQO 3.815 0.294 5.978 28.964 11.724 

 
• Calculated with respect to the nitrogen atom. 

• Calculated with respect to an oxygen atom. 

radil). The Pauling’s radil of the coordination atoms have been used in the calculation of desolvation energy (DE). 

Calculation of E‡
M, E

‡
N and ∆E‡

Nm 

Using Eqns. (1) and (2), the values of E‡
m and E‡

n for bases, and 4-NQO and its related derivatives in various solvents 

of varying dielectric constant ( ) have been calculated (Tables 3 to 4) 

based on the values of EA, IP. SR and q. the matching of Lewis acids and bases on the basis of their softness has been 

made as it has been done by Singh et al.2 A batter match of hard-hard or soft-soft interaction can be expected to form a higher 

value of ∆E‡
nm expressed by the following relation: 

Matching constant (∆E‡
nm) = | E‡

n – E‡
m        (5) 

These values have been reported in Tables 5 to 7. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The Partial Charge and SR Values 

It is evident from Table 1 that partial negative charge (-q = electronic charger) on N atom is high for any alkyl 
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Table 3: Calculated Valuesa of dE and - E‡
M Values for Bases of Different Solvents 

 

 

The value in the parentheses are due to - E‡
m 

Table 4: Calculated Valuesa of De and - E‡
N for 4-Nitroquinoline Oxide and its Related Derivatives in Different Solvents 

 

 

• The values in the parentheses are due to - E‡
n 
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• Calculated with respect to a nitrogen atom. 

• Calculated with respect to oxygen atom. 

Table 5: Calculated Values of ∆E‡
Nm for 4-Nitroquinoline-1-Oxide and its Related Derivatives with Pyridine Complexes 

in Different Solvents 

 

 
Table 6: Calculated Values of ∆E‡

Nm for 4-Nitroquinoline-1-Oxide and its Related Derivatives with Various Bases in 
Carbon Tatrachloride 
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• Calculated with respect to a nitrogen atom. 

• Calculated with respect to an oxygen atom 

Table 7: Calculated Values of ∆E‡
Nm for 4-Nitroquinoline-1-Oxide and its Related Derivatives with Various Bases in 

Chloroform 

 

 
• Calculated with respect to nitrogen atom. 

• Calculated with respect to oxygen atom. 

substituted base. The partial charge in bases decreases in the following order: N,N- dimethylaniline> aniline > 

pyridine. 

The partial charge of N in adenine is more than that of N in guanine. This may be due to the fact that guanine contains 

an oxygen atom attached to the ring carbon atom that reduces the partial charge of N atom. Among pyrimidine bases, N of 

thymine has a more partial charge which is due to the presence of one methyl group attacheddirectly to the ring. Further, the 

partial charge of cytosine is more than that of uracilbecause cytosine has one oxygen atom attached to the ring is less that 

uracil. Obviously, O-atom will decrease the partial charge of nitrogen to  a considerable extent. The presence of oxygen atom 

in cytosine, thymine, and uracil decrease the partial charge on nitrogen atom which is indicated by its high partial charge 

compared to that of nitrogen. This decreasesthe donor capability of N-atom of cytosine, thymine, and uracil which may 

decrease the stability of charge transfer complexes of these molecules. Among triphenyl compounds, the partial charges on 

phosphorous and antimony are positive whereas on nitrogen and arsenic atoms are negative. 

The partial negative charge and SR values of acceptors are listed in Table 2. From this table, it is evident that partial 

charge of N-atom in 4-NQO and its related derivatives are in the order of  

4-NQO < diacetyl ester of 4-HAQO < 4-HAQO 
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< monoacetyl ester of 4-HAQO <4-AQO 

Lower the partial chargeon N-atom of 4-NQO and its related derivatives, lesser would be the acceptor nature of its 

# ∗- orbital of nitrogen in the 4-nitro group of 4-NQO. Thus, the # ∗-electron acceptor property increases along with the series 

mentioned above. In brief, higher the partial charge on N-atom. higher would be the possibility of the formation of the charge 

transfer complexes through # ∗-orbital of nitrogen. Similar conclusions can be drawn considering O as acceptor atom in these 

molecules.  

Effect of Solvent on E‡m Values 

The behavior off bases in various solvents ( dioxane, benzene, toluene, CCI4, CHCL3, diemetyl ether, pyridine, 

acetone, C2H5OH, CH3OH, acetonitrile) has been shown in terms of quantitative softness values, E‡
m (Table 3). It is evident 

from this table that the softness increases in parallel with increases in the dielectric constant of the medium. Similar 

observations have also beenconfirmed from the softness values of bases (Table 3) where the change in solvent results in an 

appreciable change in their E‡
m values. The change in the values on this account is so pronounced that a soft base can act as a 

hard base and vice-versa. For example, the softness values of pyridine in dioxane, benzene, toluene, carbon tetrachloride,  

15.686, -15.681, -15.673, -15.612, 

15.609, -15.571, -15.561, -15.558, -15.555 and -15.554,  

Respectively. These values are in the order of decreasing hardness. In general, the behavior of the bases in solvents 

having high dielectric constant is softer. The order of dielectric constants of various solvents is: dioxane < benzene < toluene < 

carbon tetrachloride < chloroform < dimethyl ether < pyridine < acetone < ethyl alcohol < methyl alcohol < acetonitrile. 

The softness for n-donor increaseswithincrease in the dielectric constant of the medium (Table 3) following the same 

trend as stated above. Since the charge transfer interactions are characterized as hard-hardacid-base interactions, therefore, it 

seems from the above discussion that the charge transfer may best be favorable in the medium of low dielectric constant. The 

correlation between E‡m and   has been predicted in  Figure 1. The  Figure 1 shows that softness increases on increasing the 

dielectric constant of the medium. Consequently, hardness decreases and hence better would be the possibility of the formation 

of charge transfer complexes in the medium of low dielectric constant. 
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Figure 1: Plot of E‡
M Vs ∈	Forfor Cytosine 

The variation of the softness of donors their dissociation constant (pk) has been graphically represented in Figure 2. 

Effect of Solvent on E‡
N Value 

The values of E‡n in various solvents (Table 4) show that that the change of solvent affects the softness values 4-NQO 

and its related derivatives appreciably. For example, the softness value of 4-NQO in dioxane, benzene, toluene, carbon 

tetrachloride, chloroform, dimethyl ether, pyridine, acetone, ethyl alcohol, methyl alcohol, acetonitrile are: -16.384, -16.378, -

16.371, -16.362, -16.286, -16.283, -16.235, -16.222, -16.219, -16.215, -16.214, respectively. These values are in the order of 

decreasing softness. The variation of E‡
n against  	&'	shown in  Figure 3. in general, the behavior of the Lewis acids in solvents 

having high dielectric constant is harder. From the above theoretical results, it may be anticipated that the charge acceptance 

prefer the medium of high dielectric constant and hence this general approximation may suggest scientists  select the suitable 

medium for any reaction in the laboratory. 

The electronic are also invariably in the formation of molecular complexes. Therefore, It seems to be  
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Figure 2: Plot of PK E‡
M for Adenine, Guanine, and Cytosine in Carbon Tetra Chloride 

 

Figure 3: Plot of E‡
N Vs ∈	for 4-NQO 

fruitful to consider the effect of substituents on E‡
m and E

‡
n values and hence on their stability. The effect of the 

substituent on the softness Value of an atomin the molecule is never so pronounced which may convert a soft base intoa hard 
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base or vice-versa. But there is no doubt that the charge transfer interaction must be influenced by them. 

Within the framework of the molecules considered in the present investigation, it is, however, worth predicting that an 

electron releasing substituents increase the softness which thereby decreases the hardness of donor or acceptor. This makes the 

charge transfer complex interaction less favorable. On the other hand, if electron attracting groups are present they would favor 

the charge transfer rection. 

Matching and Stability 

It is evident from Tables 3 and 4 that the acceptors having lower values of E‡
n and donors having higher values of E‡

m 

are more soft with respect to the solvent considered. Hence, a better match of hard-hard or soft-soft interaction can be expected 

from a higher difference between E‡
n and E

‡
m values. Thus in the form of an equation, it may be expressed as follows: 

Matching constant (∆E‡
nm) = | E‡

n – E‡
m|. 

Hence, from this relation, the matching of a donor with acceptor can be established. This fact may be stated by taking 

an example of the interaction of pyridine with 4-NQO (N-acceptor) and 4-HAQO (N-acceptor) in carbon tetrachloride (Table 

5) where ∆E‡
nm are found to be 0.688 and 0.414, respectively. Since the value in the former interaction is higher than the value 

in the latter interaction,  better matching may be expected for the interaction of pyridine with 4-NQO (N-acceptor). Hence, with 

4-NQO (N-acceptor) it may be anticipated that the value ∆E‡
nm indicate better match in the former interaction, but this alone 

cannot explain the stability of these molecular complexes, because it depends upon a number of factors. The matching between 

other acceptor and donor in terms of ∆E‡
nm has been expressed in Tables 5 to 7. The effect of solvent on ∆E‡

nm for the 

interaction of 4-NQO and its related derivatives with pyridine has been shown in terms of ∆E‡
nm in  Table 5. A representative 

plot of ∆E‡
nm versus  	of the solvents for 4-NQO-pyridine interacting has been shown in Figure 4. It is clear from this figure 

that ∆E‡
nm is  also affected by the change in the dielectric constant of the medium. The general order of ∆E‡

nm for the interaction 

of Ph3M with 4-NQO and its related derivatives considered has been found to be: P > As > Sb > N (as central atoms in 

triphenyl compounds). It can be concluded that the values of ∆E‡
nm also depends on the nature of the solvent in addition to the 

atomic of the central atom. 
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Figure 4: Plot of ∆E‡
Nm Vs ∈	for 4-NQO- Pyridine Complex 

A representative plot of ∆E‡
nm versus the atomic number in CCl4 is shown in  Figure 5. For 4-NQO and its related 

derivatives, a better matching has been observed (Table 5) in a solvent of low dielectric constant in determining the extent of 

donor capability of various bases considered. The pyridine base with electron attracting group has been found to be more 

effective while electron releasing group less. As is evident from the results reported in Table 5, the dielectric constant of the 

solvent influences the stability of charge transfer complexes between 4-NQO (N-acceptor) and its related derivatives with 

pyridine under investigation, it is seen that the increase in dielectric constant, decreases the magnitude of ∆E‡
nm indicating that 

a solvent of low dielectric constant is better to carry out charge transfer interaction between donor and acceptor. Further the 

extent of donor capability for the formation of charge transfer complexes with any of the acceptor’s increases in the order: 

Pyridine < N,N-dimethylaniline < aniline, because the same sequence is theoretically found for matching constant of these 

bases with 4-NQO (N-acceptor) and its related derivatives. 

A few exceptional results are obtained for some systems like adenine -4-NQO (N-acceptor), and guanine – 4-NQO 

(N-acceptor). In these systems, the matchingconstant values are estimated to be 0.123 and 0.165, respectively (Table 6 and 7). 

This may be due to the presence of oxygen atom in guanine attached directly to  
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E  

Figure 5: Plot of ∆E‡
Nm for Ph3M-4-NQO I Ccl 4 Vs the Atomic Number of M (M=P, As, Sb) 

The ring. Matching constant for charge transfer complexes of uracil, thymine, cytosine, and 4-NQO (N-acceptor) 

follow the trend: 

thymine <  uracil  < cytosine.  

The high matching constant of cytosine matt partly is  due to only one oxygen atom directly attached to the ring unlike 

that in uracil and thymine. The exceptionally less matching constant for thymine is expected due to the presence of an electron 

releasing methyl group. Almost a parallel conclusion can be draw by considering 4-NQO as an O-acceptor. 

In triphenyl compounds the value of ∆E‡
nm follow the trend, 

Ph3N < Ph3Sb < Ph3As < Ph3P. 

It is interesting to note that except triphenylamine, the matching constant is inversely proportional to the atomic 

numbers of the central atoms. The indicates that smaller the size of the central atom, better would be the possibility of hard-

hard interaction. Thus better would be the possibility of charge transfer interaction. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The high value of matching constant indicated that charge transfer complexation may be the mode of carcinogenic 

activity of 4-nitroquinoline-1-oxide and its related derivatives. 

The biomolecules considered in the present investigation show potential affinity towards these carcinogens to produce 

charge transfer complexes of sufficient stability. This may influence the mobility and hence may created imbalance in the 

several biochemical and biophysical processes occurring in the organism. Certain processes may be acceleratedwhereas others 

get retarded or damaged. The accelerated process may stimulate the replication of cells in an uncontrolled manner which may 

cause malignant tumors. 19,20 Thus, theoretical derivation of matching constant may be considered to be a fruitful scale which 
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may predict the quantitativerelationship betweenthe (molecular/electronic) structure and biological activity of carcinogens. 

This work presented in this paper supports the charge transfer complexation mechanism as the possible mode of action of 4-

nitroquinoline-1-oxide in the chemical initiation of cancer. 
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